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Abstract
The main objective of the project is estimating deformations of Giurgiu-Russe bridge superstructure using analytical
photogrammetry. The results of the observations help us to establish what is the deformations state of the bridge, and
what kind of subsides can appear over the years. There are two methods for measurement of the subsides through
photogrammetry: main time base and main real space base. Measurements were realized using a terrestrial
photogrammetric camera UMK 10/1318 and digital processing was achieved using the relationships of the parallax
differences in every superstructure pursuit mark.
Key words: bridge, Danube, deformations, photogrammetry.

Romania and Bulgaria),it has two decks: a
railway and a two lane motorway. The central
part is mobile and can be lifted for some types
of boats.

INTRODUCTION
The Friendship Bridge Giurgiu Russe is a steel
bridge which connects Romanian south shore
and Bulgarian north shore. The bridge was built
with the aid of the Soviet Union (URSS). Also,
the Soviets named “Friendship Bridge”, but
after communist regimes fell (in the both
countries), the bridge got the functional name
“Danube Bridge”.

Picture 2. Giurgiu Russe bridge

Photogrammetry can register objects and
phenomena in a given time period and find a
very good grounding in resolving the various
problems in the field of scientific and
engineering research. Exact reproduction of the
objects photographed, new possibilities for
automatic printing and using electronic
computers offers certain advantages of
photogrammetry for solving many technical
cases from all sectors of the economy.
Currently, in the world there is a wide range of
highly technical methods for measurement of
three-dimensional deformations, starting with

Picture 1. Giurgiu Russe bridge

The bridge is locate 1 km downstream of
Giurgiu and 4 km downstream of Ruse and it
cross The Danube at 489 kilometer from its
shedding mouths. The construction began in
1952 and it was opened two years and a half
later,in June 1954, designed by V. Andreev and
N. Rudomazin. The bridge is 2.8 km long, and
was the first bridge over the Danube (between
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classical and terrestrial photogrametry reaching
interferometria chips.
In a three-dimensional image photogrammetry
metric of an object can be obtained from two
two-dimensional
photos
following
the
mathematical relationships of Photogrammetry.
There are two principle methods of
measurement
of
deformations
using
photogrammetry, namely:
the principle of the time (presented by Ed
Dauphin and k. Torlegard)
the principle and actual space base (presented
by John Adler).

Figure 1. Operating system

MATERIALS AND METHODS
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

In this paper we present the photogrammetric

principle and the results obtained from the
monitoring of traffic under deformations
obtained from monitoring under the traffic
bridge
over
Danube
superstructure
deformations from Giurgiu-Russe using real
space base principle.
Photogrametry observations have been
performed with Chamber 10/1318 UMK on
ORWO WP18, WP20 boards. For coverage of
every openings of stereoscopic bridge have
been marked on the ground 10 shooting stations
(mid-firm upstream and 5 downstream of the
bridge) and have picked up 16 adapters (pair)
streoscopice independent (8 for uploading static
and 8 dynamic for uploading). In total for the
studied area were made 40 normal shooting
stations and were 64 ORWO boards.
On bridge’s metal deck on the railway and road
between 12 and 16 cells at the intersection of
the diagonals and pillars outsole with upper and
lower of the beam were marked and the rivets
encoded and scarce fuel were marked
dotogrammetrics landmark. Shooting was
executed simultaneously in the base heads for
tracing deformations of the bridge under traffic
and periodically to track the phenomenon of
consolidation.Each stage of deformation is
recorded progressively researched deck per
couple stereoscopic independently.
The system used allows the operation of ON
LINE and OFF LINE, program modules written
in language Basic and Pascal (Turbo version)
working under the MS-DOS operating system.

Determine the behavior of the bridge during
numeric was done by measuring the numerical
Stecometru C image coordinates (xD', xS’,
pxS, z'S’, pzS) for static and load condition
(xD', pxD, z'd, pzD) for loading dynamic
status.
Variation deformations in Dxi, Dyi, Dzi may be
expressed simply by measuring the horizontal
and vertical paralaxelor on stereomodel
successive requests. Because these can differ
from Parallax couple to another just because of
the change of the form of the deck’s bridge
subjected to loads, they are called parallaxes
and deformation.
The value of three-dimensional deformations
were obtained with the following relationships
(1):

;
Where:
Z’D=Z’D’+PZD;
Z’S=Z’S’+PZS;
Relationships (1) shall be valid only for the
normal case of shooting because they are
deducted from the relationships (2):
Xi=b*
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;

Yi=b*

UMK camera, photographing the ORWO T01
and plates WP18.

;

Zi=b*
Similar can be found for cases diverted
obtaining other formulas for Dxi, Dyi, Dzi but
error’s ellipsoids studied points are higher than
in normal shooting cases.

Figure 3

Figure 2. Coordinate systems

Accuracy of determining deformations of the
deck’s bridge through this method depends on
the measurement errors of image coordinates
from
stecometru
or
from
other
stereocomparator precision guidance inner
errors (main point position to the point of
fotograma and middle focal length) obtained
from the calibration of digital photogrammetric
camera and precision measurement of the
shooting.
Through the differentiation of (1) the precision
of the method presented:

Figure 4

If we want to the superstructure’s surveying of
the bridge, the base and shooting distance must
be choose while abiding by the rule of Gruber:

where:
,,mb” represents the scale denominator
photogrametric
,,mk” represents the scale denominator that we
want to get the plane
,,c” is a constant and can take the following
values:
C=150 for 1:mk 1:500
C=185 for 1:mk 1:100
In the relation 1/mb=f/Y follows the shooting
distance Y=fmb
The suport geodesic microtriangulation
established of concrete depth pilasters outside
the zone of influence; there were 10 shooting
stations, 5 bridge upstream and 5 downstream
from the bridge, which were determined in the
local projection coordinates of the bridge, using
precision apparatus, "WILD T3", electrooptic

Because the accuracy of the analysis and the
Dyi Dxi average twice as great result:
The total average error occurred in a car chase
between two successive phases:

Estimation of deformations the superstructure
of bridges using analytical photogrammetry
In view of ensuring a very high accuracy in the
determination that can occur at both the
infrastructure and the superstructure of the
bridge, was imposed as a necessity to use
analytical photogrammetry and State of the art
electronic computing.
Photogrammetric field observations were made
with Zeiss Photheo 1318\/19 and 10\/1318
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tachometric "EOT 2000" and the level of

and successive requests stereomodelul.
Deformations value has been obtained with the
following relations:

compensation, the "Ni 007 ".
On the deck of the bridge between the metallic
fuel cell no. 15 and 16 were at the intersection
of the diagonals of the pillars with top flange of
the beam and the bottom flange were marked
with white paint rivets (bolts) that were subject
to the comments fotogarmmetrics. Also have
scored fotogrammetric's landmark on bridge
infrastructure, respectively at the base and crest
cells No. 15 and 16.
They considered two different ways for the
implementation of the phenomen, the first is a
less precise method that takes into account all
the determinations of locating errors and the second

Determination of the reaction of the bridge in
operation through the first process was done by
measuring the numerical, Stecometer, C' and
display on, Coorimeter, H' image coordinates in
x', px’, z’, pz'. for rest and dynamic loading
condition and the calculation of spatial
coordinates spațialeXiF, YiF, ZiF socket of all
characteristic points and landmark on the
superstructure and infrastructure of GiurgiuRusse bridge.
For photogrammetric coordinates were used the
following relationships:
;

YiF=b

;

;

∆Y=b

;

∆Z=b
Where:
Zs’= ’+pZs ;
ZR’= ’+pZR ;
R=S;
S=D
Accuracy of determining the spatial coordinates
depends on the measurement errors of x ', z’',
and paralaxelor px, pz, inner guidance elements
(main point position to the point of photogram
and middle focal length) obtained from the
calibration of digital photogrammetric camera
and measuring of the shooting.
Because we want the influence of mesurement
errors be minimal, the foundations have been
measured on the ground with the accuracy of
1/100 000.
Since the measurements were made at
stecometru C with a mean quadratic error of 0,
002 mm, accuracy of spatial coordinates for
obtaining photogrammetric obtained by
differentiation of relations 1 is as follows:

procedure is strictly photogrammetric, the
observations obtained with a high degree of
confidence.

XiF=b

∆X=b

my=

;

mx= mx’=±0,7𝑚𝑚

ZiF=b
where: Z’i=zi’+pzi
The transition from model coordinate system to
the geodetic coordinates has been done with the
help of roto-translation, using the relations:

mz= mz’=
where:
mx’=0,002 mm
mz’=0,002 mm
mpx=0,002 mm
Total error obtained for calculating coordinates
is:

XiG=A0+A1XiF+A2YiF+A3ZiF
YiG=B0+B1XiF+B2YiF+B3ZiF
ZiG=C0+C1XiF+C2YiF+C3ZiF
For more accurate assessment of the
deformations which appear on the three axes of
the coordinate-addressed a method which takes
into account only the error of determining the
focal distance ' f ' obtained from calibration
Chamber, the error of determining the base "b"
shooting and scoring errors at Stecometer.
The variation ∆ Xi, ∆Yi, ∆Zi may be expressed
by measuring parallaxes’s on rest stereomodel

Mm=
Finally the geodetic coordinates will be
affected also by locating error, which in the
case of the present work is 0,050 m. Not
satisfied of the accuracy of methods we
resorted
to
the
second
detailed
photogrammetric method.
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Through the differentiation of relations (3) we
obtained formulas for calculating the reliability
for the second method:
m∆y=

Table 4

=

Since x and z movements accuracy is on
average twice as high (Ben Adler) yields:
m∆x=m∆z=2m∆y=
The overall average error detrminare of
deformațiilor is:
Table 5

Md=

=
Table 1

CONCLUSIONS
Photogrammetry is one of the most accurate
methods for determining that a construction
slump may suffer. In the example shown, the
amount of bridge compaction is micrometric so
the bridge superstructure has not undergone
major changes.

Table 2
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